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3500: i have a 2001 ram 3500 with a 5.9 L cummins ,when its
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i have a 2001 ram 3500 with a 5.9 L cummins ,when its cold it have no power,smokes an schugg alone,but when

the engine warms up i have power and truck seems to run O:K i had the turdo charger replaced,help,james

 

Country: United States

Make (manufacturer): dodge ram

Model: 3500

Year: 2001

Engine (optional): cummins diesel 5.9L

What have you tried so far? (optional): changed fuel filter,air intake filter,turbo charger.
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Daniel :

Hi, I'm Daniel. Welcome to Just Answer. You have unlimited questions. Only positive feedback needed while in info

request. Lets get started.

Daniel :

James, does the operational temp have to be achieved before ful power or where at during warm up does it gain

its power?

Daniel : Has a fuel pressure test or volume test been done yet and if so what were the findings?

JACUSTOMER-0h58bru0- : it gets power before full operational temp.is achieved.

JACUSTOMER-0h58bru0- : it achieve power before full operational temp. is achieved.

Daniel :

I believe that as it warms up and less fuel is needed the fuel trim evens out so you have power. While cold and

starting out the fuel pump is just not lifting fuel fast enough and its starving for more fuel.

Daniel : It takes more than twice the amount of fuel to run a cold engine.

Daniel : The hotter the engine runs the less fuel to air ratio it needs at the flash point is alot faster

Daniel : Make sure there are not bends or pinches or clogged strainers in fuel tank.

Daniel : BUt test the lift pump to make sure you have the pressure or volume its rated for.

Daniel : I am not sure you have the equipment to do this or not.

Daniel : You have unlimited questions so we can go as far as you can go with your mech ability.

JACUSTOMER-0h58bru0- : i were reading in my repair manuel ,it makes note of a fuel heater temp.sensor?

Daniel : Yes

Daniel :
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The fuel heater assembly is located on the side of the fuel filter housing (Fig. 9).

The heater/element assembly is equipped with a temperature sensor (thermostat) that senses fuel temperature.

This sensor is attached to the fuel heater/element assembly.

The fuel heater is used to prevent diesel fuel from waxing during cold weather operation.

When the temperature is below45 ±8 degrees F , the temperature sensor allows current to flow to the heater

element warming the fuel. When the temperature is above 75 ±8 degrees F , the sensor stops current flow to the

heater element.

Battery voltage to operate the fuel heater element is supplied from the ignition switch and through the fuel heater

relay. Also refer to Fuel Heater Relay. The fuel heater element and fuel heater relay are not computer controlled.

The heater element operates on 12 volts , 300 watts at 0 degrees F .

Daniel : Here is testing for the heater to make sure it is operational.

Daniel :

The heater assembly is equipped with a built-in fuel temperature sensor (thermostat) that senses fuel

temperature. When fuel temperature drops below 45 degrees ±8 degrees F , the sensor allows current to flow to

the built-in heater element to warm the fuel. When fuel temperature rises above 75 degrees ±8 degrees F , the

sensor stops current flow to the heater element (circuit is open).

Voltage to operate the fuel heater element is supplied from the ignition switch, through the fuel heater relay (also

refer to Fuel Heater Relay), to the fuel temperature sensor and on to the fuel heater element.

The heater element operates on 12 volts , 300 watts at 0 degrees F . As temperature increases, power

requirements decrease.

A minimum of 7 volts is required to operate the fuel heater. The resistance value of the heater element is less than

1 ohm (cold) and up to 1000 ohms warm.

Testing

Disconnect electrical connector at sensor (Fig.10).

Turn key to ON position. 12 volts should be present at red wire. If not, check fuel heater relay and related wiring.

Refer to Relay Test-Fuel Heater. If OK, proceed.

Turn key OFF. Check black wire in connector for ground continuity with an ohmmeter. If continuity is not present,

correct open ground circuit. This test can also be performed with a voltmeter by backprobing black wire with it

connected to sensor. Reconnect electrical connector and turn key ON. Voltage drop should not exceed 2 volts (2

volts lower than checked at 12V+ connector). If voltage is lower, check for dirty or corroded ground connection

and repair. If OK, proceed.

With electrical connector disconnected at sensor and key OFF, check electrical/mechanical operation of fuel

temperature sensor. Proceed to next step:

Using an ohmmeter, check for continuity across two terminals in electrical connector at side of sensor. Sensor

circuit should be open if fuel temperature has risen above 75 degrees ±8 degrees F . Sensor circuit should be

closed if fuel temperature has dropped below 45 degrees ±8 degrees F . If not, replace fuel heater assembly. This

same test can also be performed using a voltmeter, with key ON, and by backprobing connector.

Daniel : Its more for starting than performance

Daniel : Here is testing for the transfer pump/lift pump./

Daniel :
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The following procedure is to aid in evaluating the low-pressure fuel system performance in the absence of fault

codes.

1. Inspect all fuel lines (including chassis) for kinks and leaks. Repair prior to proceeding.

2. Battery voltage must be greater than 11.5 volts. If not, charge batteries as required.

3. Remove the rubber fuel hose from the outlet side of the fuel filter (Fig. 1).

4. Attach a 915 mm (36 in.) clear hose to the fuel filter outlet line (Fig. 1). Do not use the pressure test fitting.

5. Route the hose to a clean, empty 3.8 liter (1 gallon) approved diesel fuel container.

6. Purge all air from the lines by bumping the starter to activate the transfer pump (transfer pump should run for

25 seconds).

NOTE :THE TRANSFER PUMP WILL RUN LESS THAN 2 SECONDS (VARIES WITH ECM CALIBRATION) WHEN THE

IGNITION KEY IS FIRST TURNED TO ON. WHEN THE STARTER IS BUMPED (DO NOT ALLOW THE ENGINE TO

START), THE TRANSFER PUMP WILL RUN 25 SECONDS. IF THE ENGINE HAS BEEN RUNNING, THE IGNITION KEY

MUST BE CYCLED TO ALLOW THE TRANSFER PUMP TO RUN.

7. If the transfer pump runs, proceed to step 8. If the transfer pump does not run, check electrical circuits as

follows:

a. Verify 12 volts are present across the transfer pump connector. Use test light to verify current flow.

b. If 12 volts are present - Measure the resistance across the transfer pump. If greater than 200 ohms or less than

0.2 ohms, replace transfer pump.

8. Empty the container of fuel.

9. Bump the starter to activate the transfer pump. Look for air bubbles. If no air bubbles are present, proceed to

step 10. If bubbles are present, check the lines/connectors between the fuel tank and the transfer pump for

conditions allowing air to be drawn into the fuel system. Correct the condition and repeat steps 6, 8, and 9.

10. Measure the amount of fuel in the container after the pump shuts off. If the amount of fuel in the container is

GREATER than 1.33 liters (45 fluid ounces) and the fuel is bubble free, then the low-pressure fuel system is OK,

the cause of engine performance problem lies elsewhere. No further testing of the low pressure fuel system is

required. If the amount of fuel in the container is LESS than 1.33 liters (45 fluid ounces), proceed to step 11.

11. Connect fuel pressure test gauge # 6828, included in the # 6977 Diesel Fuel Pressure kit, to the pressure

fitting located on the fuel filter inlet. If the vehicle is a 2002 model, install test fitting # 6976, included in the #

6977 Diesel Fuel Pressure kit.

12. Purge all air from the lines by bumping the starter to activate the transfer pump. Empty the container of fuel.

13. Bump the starter to activate the transfer pump for 25 seconds. Observe the hose for air bubbles. Record filter

inlet pressure.

a. If fuel filter inlet pressure is greater than 34.8 kPa (5 psi), replace the filter element, and repeat step 12 & 13.

b. If bubbles are present, check the lines/connectors between the fuel tank and the transfer pump for conditions

allowing air to be drawn into the fuel system. Correct the condition and repeat step 12 & 13.

c. If fuel inlet pressure is less than 34.8 kPa (5 psi), proceed to step 14.

14. If the fuel quantity continues to be LESS than 1.33 liters (45 fluid ounces), connect a fuel vacuum test gauge

# 6828 using the fuel pressure test adapter # 6631 between the transfer pump and the chassis mounted fuel

lines.

15. Purge all air from the lines by bumping the starter to activate the transfer pump.
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Daniel (Online) 

What's This?

97% Positive Feedback Dodge Technician

Dodge technician

Info Request
12/3/2012 at 9:36 PM (48 minutes and 6 seconds later)

Daniel (Online) 

What's This?

97% Positive Feedback Dodge Technician

Dodge technician

Reply
12/3/2012 at 10:03 PM (26 minutes and 33 seconds later)

JACUSTOMER-0h58bru0- (Offline) -- 0 Positive Ratings / 1 Question (1 Open) -- Deposit Made!

Scheduled December 06, 2012 Edit follow-up

Add follow-up

You have 1 follow-up scheduled

Daniel : I can help you and explain any part of testing you need help with,.

JACUSTOMER-0h58bru0- : i will check and e-mail you tomorrow with what i find,is that o:k. james

Daniel : This is a back and forth diagnoses and we will work on it til we have it going.

Daniel :

You are more than welcome to follow u with me even after positive feedback. I let all my customers do it. '

JACUSTOMER-0h58bru0- : o:k thanks

Daniel :

If You have any more detail please include me and let me know if there has been any check engine lights or codes

retrieved also.

Daniel : I am looking at the air intake grid heater if the fuel pressure is ok.

Daniel : I believe this sounds like a great start dont you?

JACUSTOMER-0h58bru0- : yes ,will check this out tomorrow,again thanks.

Daniel : You are very welcome

I strive FOR 100% customer satisfaction. Please ask me if you are unsure of answer. Reply, if happy please click

rate Me positively THANK YOU VERY MUCH Pos feedback and gratuity/tips are greatly appreciated If I cant help

you I will find expert.

Our chat has ended, but you can still continue to ask me questions here until you are satisfied with your answer.

Come back to this page to view our conversation and any other new information.

What happens now?

If you haven’t already done so, please rate your answer above. Or, you can reply to me using the box below.

i'm having problems copying our chat ,need your replys so i can check out tomorrow.can you E-mail me copy?

thanks,again james
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